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Updated April 2015. To be used in conjunction with the corresponding PowerPoint presentation.  

 

Target audience: Ramblers local area and group volunteers 

 

Training outcomes 

 Improve standards of walk leading in the Ramblers and 

 Encourage and support more new walk leaders and increase their confidence by 

o Giving an outline of the most important aspects of walk leading 

o Encouraging walk leaders to think about things from the walker's point of view 

o Encouraging walk leaders to think about walk leading as part of the Ramblers' mission 

o Drawing attention to key issues like insurance and incident reporting 

o Signposting to further information and support 

o Reassuring and dealing with any concerns 

  

Points to note  

 Ideally the session should be followed by a short demonstration walk highlighting some key points from the training.  

 The session is an introduction only. It covers factors common to all group walks in whatever terrain.  

 Leading in remote and challenging terrain requires additional knowledge and skills that aren't covered.  

 Map reading and navigation are covered in a separate session.  

 

Resources 

PowerPoint, flip chart, lots of pens, handout comprising  

 PowerPoint slides 

 Walk leader checklist 

 Further guidance sheet 

 Walk leader role description 

 Sign-in sheet 

 Successful shorter walks 

 Incident report form 
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Activity Minutes Total Notes Resources 

Overview 5 5 Introduce yourself, making any credentials (both formal and informal) clear. For example 

"I'm also a walk leader for…" 

Slide 1 

      Outline session very briefly Slide 2 

      A basic introduction to the key things to think about when leading a walk   

      Hopefully improve your confidence to try leading a walk if you haven't done one before   

      Impossible to teach all walk leading skills in the classroom -- you learn by experience. 

Encourage to go out with an experienced walk leader as a mentor 

  

      Best followed with a demonstration walk [but on VDDs this is not always practical]   

      Handouts showing all the slides plus more and lots of additional material avaiable, so no 

need to take lots of notes 

  

      Covers factors common to all group walks, irrespective of terrain, from short urban walks 

up. And hopefully enough to get you leading easy and moderate walks with the help of an 

experienced leader. If you plan to lead in remote and challenging countryside, particularly in 

bad weather, you need more skills and experience. We can point you to some guidance. 

  

      Questions and comments welcome at any time but if it's something we're going to be 

covering later, I'll move things on. 

  

Introductions 5 10 In groups, introduce yourselves briefly to each other, answering the questions on the slide. 

Start by answering the questions yourself. 

Slide 3 

  5 15 If small group, get them to introduce each other to whole group   

      If large group: get selective feedback. In particular how many are walk leaders and how 

experienced they are. And how far people have come. 

  

  2 17 Briefly introduce the Ramblers following text on slide. Point out that because we're quite a 

big and complex organisation people can have very different ideas about what we here to 

do. But we don't just do group walks because they're fun, we do them because they're an 

important part of our mission. You could ask how people think they contribute towards our 

mission. Good examples are promoting walking, supporting people to increase their 

walking, getting new people walking, introducting people to the outdoors, providing social 

opportunities, getting people healthy, helping keep footpaths and access open, and of 

course they are important in recruiting and retaining members. Significant numbers of 

people join for the group walks. 

Slide 4 
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What makes a 

good group 

walk? 

5 22 In groups, discuss what makes a good group walk, from the point of view of the walker. All 

the people in the photo have just been on a group walk and they're (nearly) all smiling. What 

put the smiles on their faces? You could try thinking about a group walk you've been on 

(not as leader) and really enjoyed. What was it that made the walk so enjoyable? If you led a 

walk, what sorts of things would you like walkers to say about it afterwards. And let's focus 

mainly on the positive, but it might also be helpful to think a bit about when group walks 

aren't so good, and why. 

Slide 5 

  5 27 People report back in groups, each group giving a factor in turn Flipchart 

      Show next slide and check if everything has been covered. Discuss if necessary. These 

points aren't in order of importance: if time, it might be interesting to think which ones 

people think are the most important. 

Slide 6 

What makes a 

good walk 

leader? 

10 37 In groups, discuss what makes a good walk leader. What skills/abilities do they need to 

have? You could hand out flipchart paper and get each group to draw their ideal leader. 

Think about when you've been on a walk and been really impressed by the leader -- what is 

that has impressed you? As before, let's focus mainly on the positive, but you could also 

think a bit about when leaders are not soo good, and why. 

Flipchart and 

pens for 

every table, 

slide 7 

  10 47 Each group briefly explains they're drawing, or we do a joint one. Flipchart 

      Show next slide and check if everything has been covered. Discuss if necessary. These 

points aren't in order of importance: if time, it might be interesting to think which ones 

people think are the most important. 

Slide 8 

      Finally a useful quote from a walk leader. Being a walk leader isn't rocket science, but it is a 

specific role with a specific responsbility and requires specific skills and abilities. Being an 

experienced walker isn't enough, and not everyone is cut out to be a walk leader. 

Slide 9 

      Having said that, walk leaders usually find their work very rewarding. Ask people to think of 

what might be rewarding about being a walk leader 

Flipchart 

Choosing a route 3 50 Go through the points on the slide about choosing a route, stressing a key thing is to think 

about what kind of walkers this route is for, as well as which areas/routes you already know 

well or want to go walking in.  

Slide 10 

      Mention we are trying to increase the numbers of shorter and easier Ramblers walks and 

also to encourage fitter people from health walks to move over to these, and say you'll 

signpost to more about this later. Even fitter walkers sometimes prefer shorter walks as they 

don't take up the whole day. 
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      Point out there are good reasons to ensure we provide plenty of local walks and walks by 

public transport. Even if your locality isn't well-known as a walking area there will still be 

lots of interesting walks locally and it's important these paths get walked too. Not everyone 

wants to travel a long way to a walk and not everyone has access to public transport. 

  

      Devising your own good walking routes requires a different set of skills to leading walks and 

not everyone is good at both, so there's no shame in drawing on other people's routes for 

your walks. Here are some ideas. Note in particular Ramblers Routes. This is not only a 

source of good routes -- the website toolkit for it includes a route development manual 

which has lots of general guidance about devising your own routes if you're interested. 

Slide 11 

The recce 10 60 Recce is short for reconnaisance. It means walking the route yourself before you lead it. 

How many of the walk leaders here do a recce? 

Slide 12 

      Recces are not compulsory but they are VERY HIGHLY RECOMMENDED for EVERY 

individual walk you lead. Good walk leaders always recce even if they've led walks along 

that route many times before, as things can change unexpectedly on the ground and 

hazards will vary with weather, time of year and other changing conditions. 

  

      The only exception might be if you are leading walks on exactly the same route very 

regularly, for example a health walk that uses the same route every week. 

  

      Go through points on slide. Point out a recce is also an informal risk assessement. We don't 

require formal risk assessments for our walks, but on a recce you will still be identifying 

potential hazards and actions you should take to reduce the risk, such as warning walkers 

about poor surfaces or managing groups across busy roads. 

  

Publicising the 

walk 

5 65 Best reason is to make sure people turn up for it! If not it's very demotivating. But we also 

insist that walks are publicised beforehand for insurance reasons -- more later. 

Slide 13 

      Your group probably already has methods for publicising its walks but here are some 

examples. If you're trying something new -- walking on another day to your usual ones, 

running shorter or themed walks etc -- it's worth thinking of ways to publicise these other 

than through the normal channels. 

  

      Putting walks on the main Ramblers website is highly recommended as this is the place 

most people new to the Ramblers look for details of our walks. The slide shows an example 

of walk listings around Dundee run by several different groups. There's also a map view like 

the one for Ramblers Routes earlier and you can see both led walks and routes on the same 

map. 
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      Our Group Walks and Events Manager has made getting walks details online much easier. 

It's possible for individual walk leaders to become 'contributors' and upload details to the 

site, which an editor then reviews, approves and publishes, saving retyping and lots of to-

ing and fro-ing. Anyone capable of booking a travel ticket online can do this. Ask your 

group about this if you're interested. 

Slide 14 

  0 65 Also think about providing good information about your walk. Don't just give minimal 

information like that start time, length and gridref of the start point. Ask yourself why people 

will want to go on your walk and what they need to know -- not only practical details but 

what makes it attractive and interesting. 

Slide 15 

The day before 

the walk 

3 68 We mentioned one of the qualities of being a good walk leader is being well organised. 

What do people think are the most important things to think about on the day before the 

walk? Call out and flipchart 

Slide 16, 

flipchart 

  3 71 Check these suggestions and talk them through. Might also want to check weather on the 

day itself. If you need to cancel a walk at very short notice and can't get the word out, you 

should try whenever you can to get someone to the start to tell walkers it's been cancelled. 

There's a system for cancelling walks on the main website. 

Slide 17 

      What other stuff might a leader take? Increasing numbers of leaders use hi-vis (though not 

yet available from Ramblers centrally) 

  

      We'll say more about first aid later.   

On the day: at 

the start 

5 76 Go through the points on the slide. Slide 18 

      Being early, 20 mins or so before advertised start time, will help you feel more confident 

and in control as well as helping you deal with early arrivals. 

  

      A register or signing-in sheet isn't compulsory but is recommended. It's a good icebreaker, 

it makes you seem more in control, it gives you a count of walkers, it can be a way of 

recording emergency contacts, you can also use it for collecting email addresses of new 

walkers/visitors from other groups if your group keeps an email list (but these need to be 

handled in line with data protection) 

  

      For more on welcoming children and young people on walks see our safeguarding 

guidance. 
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      A back marker is very highly recommended except for very small groups. They should walk 

at the end of the group. Advantages are: leader can easily identify the end of the group by 

looking for back marker; back marker keeps an eye on slower walkers and stragglers and 

makes sure they're not lost; leaves gates as they were found; assists leader in managing 

problems (for example accompanying someone who has to leave the walk because of 

illness or injury to a transport point). With very large groups a middle marker is also 

recommended. 

  

  5 81 Don't just head off -- introduce yourself and the walk. What sorts of things would you say? 

Discuss this in groups and report back. 

Slide 19 

  9 90 Get people to feedback what the various points to be made are and flichart them, then 

check through the list on the slide. 

Flipchart, 

slide 20 

      Here's a good quote from a walk leader. If you ask people why they go on group walks 

most people highlight the social side -- it's a really important part of what we do, at least as 

important as the exercise and the surroundings. 

Slide 21 

      Emphasise importance of saying this is a Ramblers walk and that people can join to support 

us. Our usual rule is that group walks are mainly intended for members, but non-members 

are welcome to try out up to three walks. After this they'll be asked to join. Explain why 

people should support the Ramblers. 

  

On the day: 

along the way 

10 100 Talk through the points on the slide. One of the most important things a walk leader should 

learn is to LOOK BEHIND THEM! Though you probably don't have to go as far as the man 

in the photo. 

Slide 22 

      The default is to keep the group close together between the leader and the back marker but 

you can be more relaxed about this in certain circumstances: for example if you're walking 

for a while on a path where the way ahead is obvious, like a towpath or well-defined track. 

But be careful where there are lots of twists and turns or a less obvious side turning ahead. 

  

      Don't just head off again when the last stragglers have caught up -- they are probably the 

people that most need a rest. Take account of terrain. Climbing a hill will likely spread the 

group out so let them catch up at the top. 

  

      Point out the Countryside Code/Scottish Outdoor Access Code   

      Make sure you are very, very clear at breaks and refreshment stops WHEN you are going to 

set off again and WHERE you expect walkers to assemble. Inform the group collectively, 

don't rely on information being passed on. Be aware when approaching toilet/cafe stops 

that some may want to get to the head of the queue and not wait to hear your instructions! 
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      Talk through examples of situations where the leader will need to take control -- 

unexpected blockage in the path, someone injured, aggressive animal, land manager telling 

group they can't proceed etc. Use real life examples if you know any. 

  

On the day: after 

the walk 

5 105 Talk through points on slide. Signpost to reporting on Ramblers website. Slide 23 

      Worth carrying copies of programmes to hand out   

      Reflect on the walk: how did it go? What went well? What could be done better? What do 

you think walkers thought of it? 

  

More support 5 110 There is lots of support out there to help you. Best place to look is Ramblers website in the 

volunteer zone, where there are volunteer toolkits. 

Slide 24 

      We strongly recommend you register as a walk leader. That way we keep you up to date 

with essential things that walk leaders and our volunteers in general need to know, training 

opportunities, new support materials and so on. It also helps us keep track of who is out 

there leading Ramblers walks. 

  

      There are several toolkits of interest. The main one is the good practice toolkit which has 

lots of useful practical advice and essentials. 

  

      All the training materials are also available on the Walk leader training toolkit if groups want 

to run training for their leaders. 

  

      Run through other useful toolkits briefly.   

  5 115 A key resource is the laminated walk leader checklist. This covers all the key points we've 

talked about in this session (so no need to run through it in detail). Note though that a few 

minor contact details are out of date. 

Slide 25, and 

hand out 

checklists 

      You can order more copies of the checklist for leaders in your group by contacting our 

membership team or emailing the led walks address shown on the card 

  

      Here's a handout with some of the key resources -- but keep an eye on the toolkits too in 

case these are updated. 

Handouts 

      Talk through handout very briefly.   

First aid 5 120 Finally to talk through a few nitty gritty issues that sometimes cause anxiety -- but 

shouldn't. Walking is overall a very low risk activity. Out of almost 50,000 group walks every 

year typically there are <100 incidents reported, less than 0.25%. Of these 98% involved no 

or only minor injuries, typically cuts, bruises, sprains and minor fractures resulting from 

trips. Claims on our insurance are extremely rare with only a tiny handful every decade. 

Slide 26 
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      All the same we are a responsible organisation so we need to make sure that we are 

prepared for when things do go wrong, and that our leaders  covered by insurance and able 

to deal with incidents when they do arise. 

  

      Basic first aid is a useful skill for everyone and particularly walk leaders -- but it's not 

compulsory for leaders to have a first aid qualification. We don't arrange courses nationally 

but areas/groups can arrange these with providers like the British Red Cross, who can book 

you as a group on a 4-hour course of First Aid for adults. This would be a legitimate use of 

group funds providing it's for leaders who lead regularly. 

  

      We have also worked with the British Red Cross to provide written advice for leaders. 

There's a summary on the walk leader checklist, and there are more details in a factsheet 

downloadable from the website. 

  

      The Red Cross believes that even if you're not a trained first aider, it's better to do 

something than nothing if you feel comfortable doing so. They also provide a smartphone 

app which is useful. Administering first aid does not invalidate our insurance. 

  

      It's also always good to carry a basic first aid kit on a walk. Even if you aren't a trained first 

aider, somebody else might be. First aid kits for leaders are a legitimate group expense. The 

Red Cross and others can give advice on what to buy. Do check first aid kits in case items 

have passed their use by date. 

  

      If anyone challenges specific points on the first aid advice, avoid getting drawn. Say it was 

approved by the British Red Cross and is advice for untrained people not for trained first 

aiders. Advice for the latter may sometimes differ. Say you aren't a medical expert and if 

they still have an issue they should email it later. 

  

Insurance 10 130 Stress rarity of incidents and claims Slide 27 

      Explain difference between personal accident and civil liability insurance. People can't claim 

on the insurance automatically, Instead an injured party would need to threaten to sue the 

Ramblers alleging their injury was the result of negligence on behalf of the walk leader or 

the Ramblers. If the claim succeeded in a court, the insurance would cover the leader 

against personal liability to pay damages provided the conditions are met. 

  

      Underline that it's really important leaders and back markers on Ramblers group walks are 

members. 

  

      Explain the insurance actually covers all Ramblers members and non-members too for up 

to three walks but is most important for leaders and back markers. This is because the law 

regards them as having an 'enhanced duty of care' and they are more vulnerable to claims 

for negligence. 
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      Insurance for leaders and back markers isn't invalidated if others on the walk aren't 

covered, so we don't need to worry about leaders not being insured if there are non-

members on walks. 

  

      We don't provide personal accident insurance on led walks but we do provide it for 

volunteers on practical work parties. This is beyond the scope of this session so see 

insurance guidance for more details. 

  

      There are different arrangements for Walking for Health, Let's Walk Cymru and staff-

managed projects like Get Walking Keep Walking. 

  

      Run through the requirements for a walk to be covered. Slide 28 

      Point out that when working with another organisation, for example on a walking festival, 

it's important to be clear which organisation is actually responsible for the walk and 

therefore whose liability insurance covers it. Sometimes individual Ramblers volunteers are 

approached by other organisations -- for example councils, wildlife trusts -- and ask to run 

walks on their behalf. These walks WON'T be covered by our insurance. The other 

organisation should have its own insurance but it's up to you to check. 

  

      We’ve included an incident report form for you to have a look at in the handout. It's useful 

for you to familiarise yourself with this -- but it does get updated from time to time so don't 

copy lots of forms and hang onto them. 

Slide 29, 

handout 

      Run through the points on the slide, stressing the importance of monitoring incidents even if 

they're unlikely to result in a claim. 

  

Questions 20 150 Any further questions/points Slide 30 

 


